1989 Ferrari Testarossa - US-Spec
US-Spec

Price
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

USD 113 390
EUR 100 000 (listed)
1989
42 023 km /
26 112 mi
Manual

Drive
Interior colour
Condition

Petrol
Black

Exterior colour

Number of doors

2

Car type

Drivetrain
Interior type

2wd

Used

Fuel type

2

390 PS / 287 kW /
385 BHP

Beige

Location

Number of seats

Performance

LHD

Coupé

Exterior brand colour

Nero

Interior brand colour

Crema

Electric windows

Yes

Leather

Description
With a powerful Flat-12 and a design that will remain as stereotypically Ferrari, the Testarossa is
more than a car. This Ferrari was and still is an ambassador of an era, an « art de vivre », a time of
opulence. Designed by Fioravanti for Pininfarina, the Ferrari Testarossa inherited the Formula one
derived Flat-12 of the might 512 BB and was, with the F40, one of the last « true » supercar before
the introduction of driver assistance and new technologie.
Pinnacle of what could be done, the Testarossa was a car to drive and to be seen in. From the roads
of Italy to the spotlights of Hollywood, this iconic car was the star of it’s time. Despite the huge
success of Miami Vice, only 2100 Testarossa were officially sold in the US.
This specific car, one of the 261 US Spec cars sold in 1989, is available in this rare Nero color with
Crema leather interior with Bruciato carpets.

Recently meticulously serviced (including belts), this

Belgian registered Testarossa is ready to take the road again.
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The car can be seen at Gipimotor’s HQ (Evere - Belgium) on appointment only.

GIPIMOTOR

Title Mr
First name Christophe
Last name VAN
RIET
Avenue du Cimetière de Bruxelles, 89
1140Evere
Belgium
Mobile phone +32-472808075
http://www.gipimotor.com
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